PUBLICATIONS, PRESENTATIONS AND LECTURES

PUBLICATIONS

MD THESIS

Norton SA. The role of endoscopic ultrasound in the evaluation of pancreatic and biliary disease. University of Bristol (1999)

JOURNALS


Smart N, Norton SA, Morgan J. Bariatric surgery - a successful way to battle the weight crisis (letter). BJS 2006; 93(3)


A randomised clinical trial to compare endoscopic sphincterotomy and subsequent laparoscopic cholecystectomy with primary laparoscopic bile duct exploration during cholecystectomy in higher risk patients with choledocholithiasis


The value of endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) and EUS-guided biopsy in the assessment of cystic pancreatic lesions: A single centre experience Mason K, Higgs SM, Norton SA. AUGIS poster 2009-08-20


Tightening the band around the obesity epidemic: A pictorial essay of complications for radiologists Submitted Journal of Medical Imaging and Radiation Oncology

Laugharne M, Bates S, Morgan J, Norton, S, Darby M


Noble H, Whitley E, Norton S, Thompson M. Laparoscopic bile duct exploration seems to be safe in higher-risk patients compared to endoscopic sphincterotomy and subsequent laparoscopic cholecystectomy, in a high-volume centre. Surg Endosc. 2011 Feb 7. [Epub ahead of print]


Inadequate Provision of Services for Morbidly Obese Patients in UK Hospitals. K Butcher, J Morgan, SA Norton Submitted Annal Royal College Surgeons


Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding using the midband™ without gastric sutures in 450 patients. S Monkhouse, AB Johnson, SE Bates, L Sawyer, K Lord, JDT Morgan, SA Norton (in progress)

Calibration of the pouch is not required in gastric band placement. N Arvind, M Darby, SE Bates, AB Johnson, JDT Morgan, SA Norton (in progress)


Humphreys LM, Meredith H, Morgan J, Norton S. Detection of asymptomatic adenocarcinoma at endoscopy prior to gastric banding justifies routine endoscopy.


Noble H, Whitley E, Norton SA, Thompson MH. Laparoscopic bile duct exploration seems to be safe in higher risk patients, when compared to endoscopic sphincterotomy and subsequent laparoscopic cholecystectomy, in a high volume centre. Surg Endosc. 2011 Feb 7. [Epub ahead of print]

BOOKS


Norton SA. Endoscopic ultrasound (chapter). Clark's Special Procedures in Diagnostic Imaging 2012

RESEARCH PRESENTATIONS

1993  Open cholecystectomy in the age of the laparoscope -SW and Wales GI Doctors Club  
Spontaneous pneumomediastinum - Bristol Cardiothoracic Meeting  
ERCP prior to laparoscopic cholecystectomy -South West Gastroenterology Group

1996  Endoscopic ultrasound for the detection of bile duct stones - SW Gastroenterology Group  
Colonoscopic EUS in the staging of neoplasia - British Society of Gastroenterology  
EUS vs. ERCP in pancreatobiliary disease - Pancreatic Society of GB

1997  Staging colorectal neoplasia with EUS - Asian Surgical Association, Hong Kong
EUS - a useful alternative to ERCP - Asian Surgical Association, Hong Kong
Prediction of the resectability of gastric cancer using EUS - BSG, Brighton
EUS of submucosal lesions found at upper GI endoscopy - Association of Surgeons, Bournemouth
Staging colorectal neoplasia with EUS - Association of Surgeons, Bournemouth
EUS vs. ERCP in the detection of bile duct stones - Association of Surgeons, Bournemouth
EUS - Bristol experience + EUS in the evaluation of submucosal lesions - British Society of Gastroenterology-South West Division, Devon
EUS in the assessment of pancreatic and biliary pathology - Presentation to James IV Association of Surgeons travelling fellow, Bristol
Colonoscopic endoluminal ultrasound - the learning curve - Association of Coloproctology, Edinburgh (presented by co-author)
EUS in the assessment of upper GI pathology - Association of Upper GI Surgeons, Lancaster
EUS in the assessment of pancreatic and biliary pathology
Presentation to Professor Terblanche, 16th Marjorie Budd Professor, Bristol
Endoscopic ultrasound in the assessment of idiopathic pancreatitis. - Pancreatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, Lancaster

1998
Staging colorectal neoplasia with EUS - 11th International Symposium on EUS, Japan
EUS in the assessment of idiopathic pancreatitis. - 11th International Symposium on EUS, Japan
Report of travelling fellow - South West Gastroenterology Group, Devon
The impact of endoscopic ultrasound on the management of idiopathic pancreatitis. - Association of Upper GI Surgeons, Bristol
Endoscopic ultrasound - not an impossible technique to master - South West Surgeons Meeting
EUS in staging of pancreatobiliary neoplasia - Pancreatic Society, Leeds
EUS in diagnosis of pancreatobiliary neoplasia - Pancreatic Society, Leeds

2006
UK experience with the MID laparoscopic gastric band in 105 patients, IFSO, Lyons
Initial experience with a new laparoscopic adjustable gastric band, ASGBI, Edinburgh (poster)

2007
Laparoscopic Adjustable gastric banding using the MIDband – 3 year results. Prize poster session, AUGIS, Cardiff

2008
Laparoscopic banding using the MID band – 4 year results. IFSO, Argentina

2009

2010
Letting our definitions slip – are we reporting different outcomes. Norton S. IFSO Los Angeles

Thorough surveillance and open access follow-up can reduce the adverse effects of oesophageal dilatation following laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB). Norton S, Egan R, Meredith H, Morgan J. National Bariatric Conference, Brazil

Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) in super obese males at one year. Meredith HE, Egan RJ, Morgan JT, Norton SA. Brazil
Laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) can provide excellent results in insulin dependent type 2 diabetics with a long duration of disease. Meredith HE, Egan RJ, Johnson AB, Morgan JT, Norton SA. Brazil
Laparoscopic Adjustable Gastric Banding (LAGB) and opiate medications.(poster) HE Meredith, SE Bates, RJ Egan, JDT Morgan, SA Norton. Brazil
**GUEST LECTURES**

**1996**  
EUS of the pancreatic and biliary region - Guest lecturer, Severnside Gut Club  
EUS - An Overview - Guest lecturer - British Society of Gastroenterology  
Live Demonstration of EUS Technique – Association of Laparoscopic Surgeons of GB and Ireland Annual Meeting, Leicester  
EUS - Guest lecturer - Midland Gastroenterological Society

**1998**  
EUS in pancreatic disease - Guest lecturer, North East England pancreatic study day

**1999**  
Live demonstration of EUS technique, EUS users group, London

**2000**  
EUS in assessment of pancreatobiliary neoplasia - Faculty, Biennial International HPB Congress, Brisbane  
EUS in evaluation of pancreatobiliary disease - Faculty, Australian HPB Association Annual Meeting, Tasmania  
EUS in the staging of oesophageal cancer - Guest lecturer, Australian Oesophageal Cancer Group Meeting, Australia

**2001**  
EUS in assessment of gallstone disease - Guest lecturer, EUS Users Group Annual Meeting, Derby

**2003**  
The role of EUS in modern gastroenterology – Guest lecturer, South of England Gut Club  
Demonstration of laparoscopic techniques, Royal College of Obstetricians Basic Surgical Skills Course  
Laparoscopic and endoscopic ultrasound in pancreatic and biliary disease – Guest lecturer, Royal College of Radiologists Annual Meeting, Bristol  
Laparoscopic and endoscopic ultrasound in the assessment of pancreatic cancer – Guest lecturer, Controversies in management of pancreatic cancer, Hertfordshire

**2004**  
Laparoscopic bile duct exploration – Guest lecturer, Association of Laparoscopic Surgeons of GB and Ireland Annual Meeting, ASGBI Conference, Harrogate  
Current role of endoscopic ultrasound in pancreatic and biliary disease – Guest lecturer – South West Gastroenterological Association, Devon  
Endoscopic ultrasound in pancreatic and biliary disease – Guest lecturer  
South West Radiology Association Scientific Meeting, Gloucester  
Endoscopic and surgical management of upper GI bleeding – Regional SpR study day  
Demonstration of laparoscopic techniques, Royal College of Surgeons Basic Surgical Skills Course for Urologists  
The endoscopic and laparoscopic approach to jaundice – British Medical Ultrasound Society, Manchester

**2005**  
EUS demonstration / teaching day – Torbay

**2006**  
EUS lecture – Gastroenterology Study Day, Yeovil

**2007**  
Surgery for morbid obesity – GP study day, Bristol  
Surgery for morbid obesity – Postgrad meeting, United Bristol Healthcare Trust

**2008**  
Obesity Surgery, GP annual training day, North Bristol  
Obesity Surgery, Specialist Commissioner meeting, North Bristol

**2009**  
Endoscopic ultrasound, national training day – invited faculty  
Laparoscopic ultrasound for biliary surgery, National meeting – lecture and live operating as guest faculty, Yeovil  
GP study day – bariatrics
Laparoscopic Bile Duct exploration. Moynihan Club, Dublin
Gastric banding – our results with MID band. IFSO / OSSANZ
meeting, Paris
Gastric banding – specialist or generalist? AUGIS Nottingham

**2010**
Bariatric Surgery – UK Consensus meeting, Royal College of Surgeons
Complications of bariatric surgery. BOMSS National meeting, Surrey
Meet the experts – laparoscopic bile duct exploration. ASGBI.
Laparoscopic ultrasound for biliary surgery, National meeting – lecture and
live operating as guest faculty, Yeovil
Bariatric Surgery. GP study day, Gloucester
Moynihan Club, training and case discussions for trainees
Presentation on Obesity Surgery in North Bristol Trust to President of Royal
College of Surgeons
Put Not Your Trust in Numbers, AUGIS, Oxford
LapBand Advisory Board Meeting June 2010

**2011**
Faculty, cadaveric workshop for laparoscopic biliary ultrasound and bile duct
exploration
Is fixation necessary? Bariatric Surgery – Controversies, complications and
revisional surgery. Homerton Hospital, London

**2012**
Managing the overweight patient. GP study day Bristol
Faculty, cadaveric workshop for laparoscopic biliary ultrasound and bile duct
exploration

**2013**
Managing emergencies in bariatrics. Association of Upper GI Surgeons
Annual Conference, Newcastle